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INTRODUCTION
Tonaire is created for the purpose of making value out of thin air. 

Just like the Federal Reserve and the other central banks of the world 

are minting money in private institutions with the sole purpose of 

creating inflation that will lead to hyperinflation in the coming years.

Tonaire will do the same with the community but instead of making an 

inflationary asset, the $TONO token will be a deflationary asset 

meaning the supply will lower on every transaction that is made. 

Furthermore every holder of $TONO will receive more $TONO as 

reward for holding/supporting $TONO in becoming the biggest BEP-

20 token.



Tonaire doesn't believe in the current crypto trends like the NFT hype 

and other ideas like “new platforms for DeFi” because they disappear 

as time goes on. The goal of every coin is to be high in valuation and 

maintaining a strong community of active participants. All the trends 

we see in the current crypto market are gimmicks that want to make 

the people think that they have something new to deliver while in all 

truth they are just doing the same. 

Tonaire goes back to the essence of what crypto is and what the 

majority in the crypto community wants, that is an asset/token that 

rises in value in a fast pace and that at the same time is deflationary. 

Tonaire will become a top 50 token. 

MISSION
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Liquidity Pool Burn Reflection

TOKENOMICS
$TONO will have a 13% tax fee that includes 
the following:

5% of the transaction goes to 

the liquidity pool

5% of the transaction will be 

automatically burned

3% of the transaction will be 

reflected to all holders

TOTAL SUPPLY
1,000,000,000,000,000,000 ( 1 Quintillion)

CIRCULATING SUPPLY
400,000,000,000,000,000 ( 400 Quadrillion)

NO MINT FUNCTION
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Future Burns 50.00%

Dev Team 3.00%
Marketing Team 7.00%

Presale 15.00%

Public sale 25.00%

Soft cap: 175 BNB

Hard cap: 350 BNB

Presale = 150,000,000,000,000,000 TONO

Public sale = 250,000,000,000,000,000 TONO

The BNB that will be raised on the presale will be used 

as liquidity for the public sale.

Any unsold tokens will be burned.



The marketing team keeps 7% out of the total supply. This 

percentage will be spent on marketing, influencers, partnerships and 

giveaways for making the Tonaire community grow. The 7% cut is 

needed because Tonaire has a long term vision in which Tonaire 

becomes the biggest BEP-20 token. 

Imagine what will happen once Tonaire becomes a 100 million dollar 

market cap coin and 7 million dollars can be used for marketing, 

Tonaire will only become bigger and more known to the world.

The dev team keeps 3% out of the total supply. This percentage will 

be used to fund and kickstart future projects related to Tonaire.

MARKETING



BURNS
50% of the total supply will be manually burned after reaching higher 

holder amounts as will be revealed in the roadmap. That will further 

the price growth because of the scarcity. The burns will be in multiple 

parts. The whole 50% is not going to be burned at once.



ROADMAP
Tonaire is striving to be unique, so should the roadmap be. The 

roadmap is a big part of the growth and is taken seriously. For every 

amount of Tonaire holders (Tonaires) a piece of the roadmap will be 

unlocked. The way this roadmap is visualised brings a mysterious and 

surprising element with it, this causes excitement.



FUNDEMENTALS
The Binance Smart Chain has produced exponential growth after it’s release on April 

18th in 2019. The Binance Smart Chain is a blockchain that has been created by the 

community, therefore it is community driven just like Tonaire. At the start hundreds of 

developers and shareholders have joined the Binance smart Chain development team 

and together they’ve created the next generation of blockchain technology. The 

Binance Chain has made progress in creating fast and secure decentralized digital 

assets on a decentralized exchange. To make this happen the Binance Chain has to 

be built on a highly performant engine that distributes consensus. This is the heart of 

the Binance Smart Chain.



The Binance Chain is a piece of art that provides the solution for a decentralized 

exchange, but it doesn’t provide the freedom and flexibility for the developers of 

decentralized apps. This is where the Binance Smart Chain comes in place.  

The Binance Smart Chain is the idea of a parallel blockchain that runs on the current 

Binance Chain. This will retain high performance and supports the idea of intuitive 

versions of smart contracts that are functional at the same time.  

This innovative solution brings the interoperability and programmability of the 

Ethereum Virtual Machine to Binance chain. The Binance Chain and Binance smart 

chain allow transfers and communication between different parties, all thanks to the 

support of interoperability and the community.

The Binance DEX will remain a liquid exchange for assets on both chains. This will 

empower users to create their own decentralized apps and digital assets on the 

Binance Smart Chain. Tonaire has also been created on the Binance Smart Chain. This 

makes Tonaire a highly trustable token and gives the opportunity for growth and the 

creation of different idea’s like TONOSWAP and a CEX (Centralized Exchange), see 

“TONOSWAP” and “CEX” for more explanation.

FUNDEMENTALS



The Binance Smart Chain brings two innovative technologies together. The low 

transaction costs and the fast block times. Old cryptocurrencies like Ethereum and 

Bitcoin have high transaction costs and a slow block time. These are problems that 

were expected and should be fixed to make cryptocurrencies be adopted by the mass 

and institutions. In combination with the Ethereum Virtual Machine and the cross-

chain community it will enhance the functionality and creativity for developers on the 

Binance Smart Chain.   

The Binance Smart Chain will help developers who want to build their own token and 

applications with the functionality of Binance Smart Chain Contracts. This is 

especially good for digital assets like Tonaire.

FUNDEMENTALS



The proposed Binance Smart Chain is unique for several reasons: 

It’s a sovereign blockchain, which will provide security and safety to all users and 

developers, just like how Tonaire is created. 

It’s EVM-compatible and will support all of the existing Ethereum tooling along with 

faster and cheaper transactions for Tonaire. 

Its native dual chain interoperability will allow cross-chain communication and scaling 

of high-performance dApps that require fast and smooth user experience. With the 

help of this Tonaire will become a big network of different creations and innovative 

ideas.  

Its on-chain governance with Proof of Staked Authority consensus, built on 21 

validators who validate the transactions, will provide decentralization and enable 

significant community involvement. This makes Tonaire a trustable and 

anonymous token.

FUNDEMENTALS



DECENTRALIZED
TONOSWAP 1.0
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TONOSWAP
Tonaire will release a fully functional decentralized 

exchange (DEX) on the

Binance Smart Chain. This platform will be designed to 

allow people to securely trade $TONO, BNB and a 

massive variety of other BEP-20 tokens without relying 

on a centralized service. All the trades made on 

TonoSwap will automatically execute via Tonaire’s 

SmartContracts.



TonoSwap will be a DEX known as an automated market maker (AMM). This means that 

there are no order books, no bid/ask system and no limit/market orders.

TonoSwap will instead make use of liquidity pools in which users trading on the 

platform will automatically draw liquidity from the many liquidity pools available on 

TonoSwap which then rebalances after the trade is complete. Trades made on 

TonoSwap will subtract liquidity from one side of the pool and add liquidity to the 

other side of the pool, thereby changing the weights of the assets in that pool and 

their relative values.

TONOSWAP



The liquidity pools available on TonoSwap will be contributed by the people, who add 

equal values of both sides of a liquidity pool, for example TONO/BNB, to increase the 

total amount of liquidity available for TONO/BNB. The people who contributed to the 

liquidity pool will then receive LP tokens that represent their share in that particular 

liquidity pool. These tokens need to be returned in order to retrieve their fraction of 

the liquidity pool. For the people who will provide liquidity for the liquidity pool, the 

liquidity providers will receive a share of the transaction fees generated by any 

liquidity pool they contribute.

TonoSwap will be generally accessed through a supported Web3 wallet such as 

Metamask or Trustwallet. Once your wallet is configured to support Binace Smart 

Chain, these wallets can be used to interact with TonoSwap’s SmartContracts via the 

TonoSwap’s front-end.

TONOSWAP



TonoSwap will be built on the Binance Smart Chain, TonoSwap will provide an excellent 

trading experience to all the people, it will benefit from the lowest transaction fees 

and the fastest confirmation times, ensuring that the trades are executed quickly.

TONOSWAP



TONAIRE'S
EXCHANGE (T-CEX)
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T-CEX
Tonaire will release a fully functional decentralized 

exchange (DEX) on the

Binance Smart Chain. This platform will be designed to 

allow people to securely trade $TONO, BNB and a 

massive variety of other BEP-20 tokens without relying 

on a centralized service. All the trades made on 

TonoSwap will automatically execute via Tonaire’s 

SmartContracts.



Tonaire’s Exchange will be a centralized cryptocurrency derivatives exchange that 

offers futures, leveraged tokens and Over-The-Counter trading. The exchanges that 

offer futures trading suffer from many crippling flaws holding the space back. What 

Tonaire’s Exchange will achieve is to solve these problems and move the derivatives 

space toward becoming the next big thing. Our goal is to become the first community 

driven centralized exchange whilst being the most profitable centralized exchange on 

the market.

T-CEX



Q1
TONOSWAP

Q2
TO BE ANNOUNCED

Q3
TO BE ANNOUNCED

Q4
T-CEX

ROADMAP
2022
Tonaire is known for being a comunity driven token. The development and marketing 

team are working closely together to steer Tonaire in the direction that the 

community wants Tonaire to go. 

2022 will be the year of Tonaire with many great things to come that will realize our 

mission in becoming a top 50 token. 

Expect the unexpected to happen and witness the exponential growth of Tonaire.



THANK YOU &
WELCOME ABOARD


